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own master, need not be regarded. Wolsey proposed that the
King of France and the King of England should repudiate
anything done by the Pope while he was a prisoner. Certain
Cardinals should be summoned to meet at Avignon under
French influence, and then, in the name of the whole Church,
declare Henry's marriage with Catherine void. But the Pope
escaped from the castle of Sant' Angelo, in Rome, where he
had been confined, and took refuge in his own city of Orvieto.
He was thus free to act again. This Pope, Clement VII, was
a man of subtle but infirm character. He was in great per-
plexity, fearing that the French Crown would be lost to the
Papacy, fearing to incur the further enmity of the Church in
England and to lose connection with that Church. He deter-
mined to temporize. The longer he could keep the thing
unsettled the more chance there was of something turning up.
Catherine might give way; she might die; his predecessor's
original dispensation allowing her to marry her brother-in-law
Henry might be proved invalid.
Meanwhile it was essential for the Papacy that no Pope,
whatever his policy, should abandon two essential things:
first, his rights as a final judge of matrimonial and other moral
cases; secondly, the necessity of being guided by the rules of
his own courts. The Pope could not refuse a party against
whom nullity of marriage was sought from appealing to him;
he could not put the appellant out of court; and he was bound
by the rules of evidence which his court had always, and must
always, admit. It is through not appreciating this that many
historians have gone wrong. They have thought that the Pope's
attitude throughout was merely diplomatic, merely a series of
schemes and intrigues for the advantage of the Papacy. It was
much more, for it included the necessity any tribunal must
consider, of maintaining its own authority and procedure.
Wolsey asks for a Legatine Court. When Wolsey
returned to England, at the end of September 1527, he dis-
covered (for the first time!) how great Anne's influence was.
He made the error of allying himself with her, though secretly
intending to defeat her object of becoming Queen, which
would have ruined his plans of a French alliance. Anne and
Henry sent an agent in private, independently of Wolsey (one
Sir William Knight), to negotiate with Pope Clement, and
Knight saw the Pontiff on December 18, in Orvieto, a fortnight
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